Tellus Introduces Compact, Affordable UPJ-70 “Mini”
Level 2 Networked EV Charging Station
Las Vegas, NV January 5, 2017
Tellus Power will be unveiling the small, rugged, and affordable UPJ-70 Level 2 EV charging station
at the Consumer Technology Association (CES) conference in Las Vegas on January 5, 2017. The
charging station is ideal for curbside, fleet, workplace, parking lots, retail shopping centers, hotels,
government, education, and healthcare.
The Tellus UPJ-70 is built rugged like a parking meter with ultra-tough construction. The housing is
made with rugged ¼" marine-grade and aircraft-grade corrosion-resistant aluminum. It’s sleek, small,
all-weather design withstands rain, snow, dust, humidity, and extreme temperatures.
The UPJ-70 is optimized for fast, easy installation, and offers a powerful, low-cost cloud network with
free 1st year network license and no provisioning fees. Secure authorization is via driver’s smartphone,
RFID fob, or built-in numeric keypad. The UPJ-70 offers future-proofed modular construction with
removable head unit with upgradable components.
The UPJ-70 offers station owners an effective mobile advertising solution that allows you send HTML
promotional messages directly to a driver's smartphone. The UPJ-70 is equipped with an 18’ charging
cord, or optional wall-mounted retractable cord system. The UPJ-70 includes a 2-year warranty with
1, 2, 3, and 5 year extended warranties. Tellus UP-Series EV charging stations are made in California,
USA.
About Tellus:
Tellus Power is an energy technology company listed on the Beijing stock exchange (Tellus Power Green
electricity - stock code: 430087; STGCON - stock code: 834855). The conglomerate incorporates worldwide
brands including STGCON Energy and Asola Technologies.
Tellus Power offers a wide range of products such as Tellus Level 2 and DC fast charging stations, along with
Tellus cloud-based charging networks and software. Asola Spheric™ curved solar glass car roof tops, Asola
building-integrated solar glass, STGCON energy storage products, Tellus EV rideshare services, and Tellus
electric vehicle sales and leasing. Tellus global sales, manufacturing, and service centers are located in
California, Germany, and China.

See Tellus at CES LVCC North Hall, Booth #7726
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